EZ GAS METER OILER

EZ Gas Meter Oiler is a medium pressure Hydraulic Oil Pump for Turbine Gas Meters (with Zerk/Alemite Fittings) or Rotary Gas Meters (with Test Plugs installed). The EZ Oiler is hand operated with a pressure capability up to 500 PSI (higher pressure option available). Features include a powder coated heavy duty reservoir with precision machined components including a relief valve. The oiler also includes a replaceable flexible hydraulic hose, brass check valve, and pressure gauge. Hose includes either a Zerk fitting (for turbine meters) or Needle (for meters with Test Plugs installed).

ADDITIONAL METER OILER OPTION

Additional Meter Oiler is for use on Rotary Gas Meters with Test Plugs

* The severity of service dictates the frequency of lubrication. Units with high pressure and/or high flow rates coupled with dirty gas conditions will require lubrication more often. Refer to the meter manufacturer's recommendations regarding oil type and frequency.